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:'!Reintegration of Prisoners - Employment Issues 

1. The Criminal Justice Secretariat has been involved in coordinating work

directed towards the reintegration of prisoners released as a result of

the Belfast Agreement under the direction of Jim Daniell, Director

Criminal Justice.

2. Prisoner Welfare Groups under-the banner of the Projex 2000 Group

recently met with officials under the chairmanship of Ronnie Spence,

DOE, to discuss a range of empl'oyment related issues ( copy of minutes

attached).

3. Since that meeting, Billy Hutchinson and Ken Cleland (chairman of

Projex 2000) have both written (copy of Mr Cleland's letter attached)

to the Secretary of State requesting that the Projex 2000 Group meet

with Ministers to discuss further the issues raised with Mr Spence. It is

now likely that Ministers will meet the Group in early November

fallowing their return from the USA.
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4. Mr Daniell has tasked the Criminal Justice Secretariat to draw up

briefing and advice for ministers on each of the issues noted in Mr

Cleland' s letter and those raised at the l')leeting with Mr Spence and

with advising ministers on the overall strategy in relation to reintegration

issues.

5. I would therefore be grateful if copy recipients could provide briefing

material and advice on the issues relevant to their areas of work

(summary of areas raised and responsibilities at annex A). Briefing

should:

• respond to any specific points raised, indicate the current position

and the implications of no change;

• set out for ministers potential options and implications (if any), should

a decision be taken to provide further assistance to ex-prisoners.

If my assumptions about responsibilities are incorrect, I would be 

grateful if copy recipients could inform me as soon as possible and pass 

on the papers if possible to the relevant person. It would be helpful if 

responses could be received at latest by Thursday 29 October. 

Seth Speirs 
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PRISONER REINTEGRATION - PROJEX 2000 AGENDA 

Issue Responsibility 

1 • The need for a lead Minister to Mr Daniell 
oversee reintegration to be supported 

by a small civil service team to co-

ordinate action across the NIO and 

the NI Departments. 

2. So far, no discernible action on the Mr Daniell 

part of Government or the public

· agencies to assist the re-training and

reintegration of prisoners subject to

accelerated release. Importance of

persuading the private sector and

public in general of the Government's
. 

:•' commitment in this area.

3. Examination of the Rehabilitation of Mr Maye 

Offenders Order to enable sentences

of over 30 months to be spent.

4. The need for the Prison Service to Mr Haire/Mr Arbuthnot 

identify training needs, especially

vocational skills of those due to be

released over the next 2 years -

apparently Projex 2000 has agreed to

provide data on this to the N 10. The

need for training to take place .within
.,

the Maze or perhaps in T&EA Centres.

5. The problems of "screening" Mr Hanna 

contractors workforces, which

reduces the ability of contractors to

employ ex-prisoners. Although this has

not been mentioned, I have no doubt

that vetting will come up.

6. The employment of ex-prisoners and Mr Hanna 

their families in the civil service more

generally.

7. Enabling prisoners' co-operatives to Mr Hanna 

compete on a level playing surface,
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for example in providing building and 

maintenance services to the Housing 

Executive. 

8. Further steps to be taken to increase

access by prisoners who have been

released to appropriate educational

and training facilities.

9. Encouragement and assistance for

ex-prisoners to establish small

businesses not supported by the

conventional banking system.

l 0. Restrictions on applying for PSV 

licences. 

l l .

..: . 

.. 
. .

12. 

13. 

Funding for Projex 2000. More funding 

for community development 

organisations working with ex-

pnsoners. 

Criminal damage/injuries 

compensation legislation discriminates 

against ex-prisoners. 

PAFT/TSN 

14. Section 42 of the Fair Employment

Order
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NOTE OF A MEETING WITH PROJEX 2000 EX-PRISONERS GROUP -
l O SEPTEMBER 1998

Officials present: 

R Spence, Permanent Secretary 
Stewart Martin 
Errol Gunning 
Adrian Arbuthnot 
Ann Williams 
Seth Speirs 

) 
) 
) 

DOE 

T&EA 
DED 
CJSD, NIO 

Proiex 2000 reoresentatives: 

. 

.. . 

Ken Cleland, Chairman 
Brendan Mackin, Vice Chair 
Tommy Gormon, Project Director 
Martin Snodden, EPIC 
John White, Prisoner Aid & Post Conflict Resettlement Group 
Liam Stone, Tus Nua 
Paul Mageean, Council for the Administration of Justice 
Peter Quinn, Industry (Rural) 

Introduction 

1. Mr Cleland explained his group's remit to highlight the difficulties faced within
society by politically motivated ex-prisoners. Over the entire conflict period some
21,000 people had been affected, whether through conventional imprisonment or
internment. Whilst within the prison system, about 12% had obtained 3rd level
education qualifications and many more had acquired manual or technical skills of
value to society. On release, most of these persons faced disaffection, disadvantage
and hence discrimination in their effort� to return to and play a full part within
society. These persons are now larg�Jy in the 35 - 45 age group and in some areas�
account for up to 50% of the long te11r1 male unemployed. Projex 2000 advances tq�
case for sympathetic treatment of all politically motivated prisoners and is �

Issues 

endeavouring to persuade industry generally of the contribution which they may now
have to offer. Although there has been much research over the years, there has been
no real co-ordination and Projex 2000 regards itself as the catalyst most likely to be
able to achieve change in the way in which these ex-prisoners may be re-integrated to
society. A further 400 of these prisoners are due for release over the next 2 years.

2. Project 2000 representatives then spoke in turn identifying the issues which they
believe need further and urgent attention:

(a) Para 5 of the 'Agreement' places a responsibility on Government to act to assist
re-training and re-integration of these prisoners but there is, as yet, no
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discernible action forthcoming. The Private Sector needs to be persuaded of 
Government's commitment and it is thus vital that the correct signals are 
conveyed as a matter of urgency; 

(b) Identification of vocational training requirements is necessary and Projex 2000
undertook to provide defmitive data on this to the NIO within the next 2
weeks. Arrangements need to be put in place to provide this training whether
within the Maze or, if more appropriate, in T & EA centres. Assurances were
provided that a high level of prisoner co-operation and flexibility could be
expected to avail of this initiative;

( c) Examination of the Rehabilitation of Offenders rules is required as sentences
of over 30 months are unable to be expunged. The rate of re-offending from
within this group is 15 times lower than that of the conventional criminal and
the application of the standard rules is not therefore helpful;

(d) Upon release, Criminal Damage and Criminal Injury legislation rules on the
qualification for compensation debar these people from access to monies
which are available to the wider population and the inherent unfairness of this
needs to be examined;

(e) Public sector rules on 'screening' of contractor's workforces can resulted in a
reluctance to employ these ex-prisoners as public sector contacts are of great
significance to many sectors of industry;

(f) The public sector must examine innovatively the scope to avail of the skills on
offer, including offering the opportunities for 'co-operatives' to compete on a
level playing surface, for example, in providing building and maintenance
services to the Housing Executive;

(g) 

(h) 

U) 

.. 

The application of P AFT & TSN rules to this minority group is highly 
significant, again in sending signals to industry which is looking to 

• 

Government for a lead; 

Social regeneration initiatives are vital and seed-corn finance is needed to 
establish and expand Projex 2000's role and enhance its capacity to become a 
self sufficient and viable group capable of remaining central to these issues for 
the foreseeable future; 

Specifically, the rules on PSV licensing almost invariably result in applications 
from ex-prisoners being refused, necessitating appeals to either the Review 
Body (vehicle licences), or the _Courts (ta.xi drivers' driving licences). It is 

., 

claimed that most appeals from politically motivated ex-prisoners are 
sµccessful and there is no evidence that these licences have subsequently been 
suspended or revoked (this claim is being examined by Transport Licensing & 
Enforcement Branch!); 
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5. 

(k) Projex 2000 representatives also �sked for Section 42 of the Fair Employment
legislation to be repealed, especially in the light of the ECHR judgement in the 
"Tinnelly" case. This currently exempts from the scope of the legislation an 
act done for the purpose of safeguarding national security or of protecting 

public safety or public order. There is no scope to appeal a sect. 42 decision in 

NI. 

Mr Cleland concluded by emphasising that Government had a clear duty to examine 

these and asso�iated issues and that it would be vitally important for decisions to be 
cascaded to all relevant operational levels. 

Ofticials commented on the rules within their respective areas of expertise, clarifying 
that any significant depa..'"ture from current practices/policies could only be undertaken 
as part of a much wider and centrally driven initiative. 

ty1r Spence explained that the DOE had already suffered a cut of £36 million from its 
Community Development budget and that further reductions may yet arise. 
Nonetheless, he undertook to report the views to Mr Adam Ingram MP, the Minister 
responsible for NIO matters. Mr Cleland indicated that he would write to Ministers 
seeking a meeting. 

E Gunning 
15 September 1998 
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29 September 1998 

DrM Mowlam 
PS Secretary of State, Northern Ireland Office 
Parliament Buildings 
Stormont 
Belfast, BT4 

Dear Dr Mowlam 

. . .. .

.. . 

I am writing on behalf of Projex 2000 to seek a meeting with you to urge 
Gov�rrunent' s commitment to a more comprehensive and integrated 
ap2roach to the vital task of reintegrating politically motivated prisoners 
into the community. 

graham 
&heslip 

I 't ) 

.. ,. ', .. . 

Projex 2000 is a group which includes employers, tr�_de unionists, tl1e pt1blic 
-...;,-- ,��

(�°) 
••T•O••� ... '.' ... - . . .

.. , .. , c .sector nominees (T &EA and PBN1) and representatives of Republican and 
Loyalist prisoner welfare groups. It was set up following a consultancy 
report jointly commissioned by PBN1, Extern and NlACRO and in response 
to the concerns of a group of leading business people from the private 
sector. 

INVESTOR IN PEOPU 

The Good Friday Agreement contained a clear recognition by the two 
Governments of ''the importance of mea��es to facilitate the reintegration 
of prisoners int&the community by providing support both prior to and after 
release, including assistance directed towards availing of employment 
opportunities, retraining and/or re-skilling, and further education." Not 
enough is being done to implement this commitment. 

"A l"IOf,M,C, 1',\l,;Nt,-0 

'""",I) MvU� ''"""' 9 6 
♦---··-···- ···-·---�-...., 

c.. re H..l'S:za71 

Belfast Office: 

The Government aiso committed itself under New TSN to addressing more acedi.ill Industrial Parle,

effectively the needs of disadvantaged people and areas, including the :C:: .. ��8R�� 

individuals who find it difficult to play a full role in society. In addition, the Tel: 01232 494949

Promoting Social Inclusion initiative has committed Government to Fax: 01232 493313

adopting flexible and innovative, cross departmental approaches to �:a ��7:
=

s. 
achieving a more coherent and effective response to the needs of vulnerable 2so29 Madrid

Th 
. 

h b f1 d . h f 
Tel/Fax: groups. ese comrmtments ave to e re ecte m t e treatment o ex- 00 341 3140015. pnsoners. 
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We recognised that much has already been done and is being done to assist 
the thousands of people who have been in prison over the last quarter of a 
century as a consequence of "The Troubles." Howev·er, more needs to be 
done to help those who have already been released dr will be released over 
the next two years. 

We want all of these people to play a positive and constructive role ir1 
building a peaceful, more prosperous and equitable society. But this will, in 
our view, not happen unless these is a more comprehensive and integrated 
approach involving the relevant parts of the public and voluntary/community 
sectors and with appropriate private sector involvement. 

• 

We believe that: 

♦ just as Government has appointed a Minister to have oversight of
11Jeasures to help victims of violence, there is a need for a lead Minister

,rto oversee the reintegration of prisoners into society; Adam Ingram as t�e 
. / security Minister and the Minister with responsibility for the eco�omy;-\ 

would seem to us to be the most appropriate Minister. 

♦ the nominated Minister should be supported q�all Civil Service unit
\vhich would, inter alia, co-ordinate action across NIO and the NI
Departments.

♦ there should be a review of legislation, policies and practices which
inhibit the movement of ex-prisoners into employment.

' 

♦ immediate steps should be taken by $� Prison Service to identify training
needs, particularly in the area of vocational skills, of those due to be
released over tlie next two years.

♦ further steps should be taken to increase access by prisoners who have
been released to. appropriate educational and training facilities.

♦ adequate resources should be made available to community development
organisations working with ex-prisoners.

♦ further encouragement and assistance should be made available to ex
prisoners seeking to establish small businesses which are not being
supported by the conventional banking system.
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♦ Government should explain to a sometimes sceptical public (including

private sector employees) the need for measures like this. 

°Vv
7 e would be glad to expand on these points at a meeting with you. 

Yours sincerely 

Ken Cleland 
• 

Chairman - Projex 2000 

. .  

, . 

• 
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